
 
Accessibility Statement 

 Red Kite Touring Park is situated on the B4518 just 1 mile outside of the historic market town of Llanidloes, Powys. We 

cater for touring caravans, RV's, motorhomes and folding campers. 

 The entrance on the B4518 is clearly signposted from the road. The postcode is SY18 6NG and grid reference is SN 

94684 85741 - telephone number is 01686 412122. 

 The nearest train station is Caersws which is 9.2 miles from the park driveway. 

 The Park is situated on gently sloping land with the Park divided into two sections – the upper section which has all 

pitches and facilities and the lower section which is gated in and has 3 nature ponds, picnic areas and an enclosed dog 

run. A pedestrian footpath link joins the two sections together.  

 Roads within the park are tarmac and the speed limit on any area of the Park is 10mph 

 We have one centrally located shower and toilet block on Park. This houses state of the art toilets, showers and basins 

for each sex, in addition to all in one larger cubicle for both sexes. We also have a disabled shower, toilet and basin all 

housed in the one room. The toilet block also has a large washing up room and a laundrette with washers, dryers, irons 

and ironing boards. The use of the toilet and shower block is included in the pitch price. Clothes washing and drying is 

charged extra and coin operated.The use of the Dog Wash is charged at an extra fee, as is our fishing facility. 

 There is parking near the toilet block 

 The toilet block & reception buildings are clearly lit at night. Low level light is provided in accordance with our planning 

consent around the pitch areas. We recommend using a torch whilst walking around the Park after dark. 

 Reception is clearly marked with parking available and is open 7 days a week. 

 Our entrance barrier is locked between the hours of 10:30pm – 7:30am. Should you require the barrier to be opened 

between these hours for emergency access please alert the wardens in the wardens lodge and call 01686 412122. 

 All caravan pitches are of an all weather surface with electric hook up, fresh water and grey and brown waste water 

connection and piped TV on every pitch. We insist that only ‘green’ toilet chemical can be used on our Park which can 

be purchased from reception. 

 Assistance with pitching on arrival is always available – some pitches require the use of a motor mover.  

 Parking or driving on the grass next to your caravan is not permitted. 

 Fire points are all marked on the site map. 

 The rubbish point next to the Reception and is clearly marked. This includes all recycling 

 Access to the reception is direct off of the main Park driveway.  

 Public telephone is available at reception. 

 Telephone numbers for taxi's, doctors, vets and emergency are displayed in the reception window. 

 Mobile telephone coverage on the park is reasonable 

 Wi-Fi is available throughout the park 

 Llanidloes town is within walking distance, 1 mile down a gentle hill. 

 Although we have tried to be as accurate as possible and include as much detail as we can in our statement, if this does 

not answer your question please feel free to contact us. 


